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Administrative Information 
Provenance: The GAYLA Archives were donated by Theodore J. Kerecz in December 
2006. 
Ownership & Literary Rights: The GAYLA Archives are the physical property of the 
University of Southern Maine Libraries.  Literary rights, including copyright, belong to 
the creator or her/his legal heirs and assigns.  For further information, consult the Head 
of Special Collections. 
Cite as: GAYLA Archives, Lesbian, Gay, Bisexual, Transgender, Queer+ Collection, 
Jean Byers Sampson Center for Diversity in Maine, University of Southern Maine 
Libraries. 
Restrictions on Access: This entire collection is restricted until 2081.  
Historical Note 
GAYLA is a gay men’s conference who gather annually in Saco, ME at Ferry Beach.  
The conference began with Bob Wheatley from the Boston Unitarian Universalist Office 
of Gay and Lesbian Concerns, agreeing to organize this gathering.  The idea for this 
type of conference was approached by the Ferry Beach Park Association “in response 
to the emphasis in the UU Association of advocating and affirming the inherent dignity 
and worth of all” (A Short History of GAYLA, GAYLA Archives).  The original conference 
included gay men and lesbians and was referred to as GALA (Gays and Lesbians 
Affirmed). The first conference GALA was held in 1979 and gained support and new 
members every year.  The lesbian conference attendees of GALA branched off in 1983 
and left the creation of GAYLA.  What started as a 12-man group in 1979 soon grew to 
150+ conference group in 1990 and continues to grow each year.  The men who make 
up GAYLA come from all regions of the United States and are of varying ages.  The 
annual GAYLA conference hosts a variety of “traditions” to encourage the community of 
this group of men that include: daily Universalist Unitarian services, check-in-circles, 
social and intimate gatherings, picnics, grieving circles, dances, talent shows and 
workshops or tracks and 12-step meetings just to name a few.  The members of GAYLA 
come from a range of backgrounds including teachers and professors, AIDS Advocates, 
therapists, librarians, social workers and even singers.  These diverse groups of men 
who make up GAYLA continue to grow and multiply each year and still call Ferry Beach 
home for a short time every summer to host their annual GAYLA Conference. 
Description of the Archives 
 Most items within this collection are related to each annual conference and include 
workshop descriptions accompanied by personal notes, welcome packets containing 
schedules and descriptions of the workshops offered as well as rules of GAYLA and 
Ferry Beach.  There are timelines about the history of GAYLA as well as personal 
timelines of GAYLA members, personal letters and photographs. There are also some 
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approximately 540 mixed media photographs, slides, video files and CD/RW files in this 
collection.  Most of the collection’s workshop and conference material pieces have 
personal handwritten notes added. 
This collection has been divided chronologically by annual meeting year into 25 sub-
series and within each year is divided by set groupings as follows: 
Series 1.  GAYLA Annual Conference 
• Conference Lists 
• Coordinator Materials 
• Welcome Packets/Songbooks/Conference Forms 
• Workshop & Conference Materials 
• Articles/Papers/GAYLA Newsletters 
• Brochures/Flyers/Miscellaneous 
• Photographs/Media 
• Personal Correspondence 
• Reunion Material 
• Ferry Beach Material 
 
Materials that do not fit into the annual conferences have been arranged at the end into 
the following categories: 
 
Series 2.  Personal Folders 
• David Smith Folders 
• Others Folders 
Series 3.  Undated Materials 
Series 4.  Objects 
Series 5.  Periodicals 
Series 6.  Videos 
Series 7.  Albums 
Series 8.  Oversize 
 
*There are missing GAYLA materials for 1979, 1983, 1984 and 1985 
 
Series 1. GAYLA Annual Conference, contains 25 subseries 
 
1.1. 1980- GAYLA (GALA II), “Gay Men’s Conference” 
This year contains one list of GAYLA members. 
 
1.2. 1981- GAYLA (GALA III), “Gay Men’s Conference” 
This year contains one list of GAYLA members. 
 
1.3. 1982- GAYLA (GALA IV), “Gay Men’s Conference” 
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1.4. 1986- GAYLA VIII, “Gay Men’s Conference” 
This year contains a GAYLA member list and mostly workshop and conference-related 
materials and some personal correspondence. 
 
1.5. 1987- GAYLA IX, “Gay Men’s Conference” 
This year contains several copies of a GAYLA member list, a large section of workshop 
materials and articles used or distributed at the conference. We see the first UU 
(Unitarian Universalist) brochure and the first GAYLA brochure this year.  The 1987 
folder also contains a variety of personal correspondence, some of which may be 
related to the conference. 
 
1.6. 1988- GAYLA X, “Celebrating Our Lives” 
This year contains 10 different copies of GAYLA member listings, GAYLA X welcome 
packets and songbooks (several copies), member conference forms, a large selection 
of workshop and conference-related materials, brochures, personal correspondence, 
other miscellaneous pieces of artwork and a folder that was filed in the Personal Folders 
series. 
 
1.7. 1989- GAYLA XI, “Celebrating Our Lives” 
This year contains a GAYLA  member list, some workshop and conference materials, a 
paper by Bob Richardson who was one of the coordinators for GAYLA, a GAYLA “xi” 
timeline of personal stories and achievements of members from 1929-1989 and a 
Frivolities Committee Manual, and 12 slides from the workshop “Famous Gay Men”. 
 
1.8. 1990- GAYLA XII, “Share the Celebration” 
This year contains 2 copies of a GAYLA member list, GAYLA brochures, an 
alphabetical photo list of names, 1 photograph, and a few personal letters. 
 
1.9. 1991- GAYLA XIII, “Light the Way” 
This year contains a GAYLA member list, several pieces related to GAYLA XIII’s 
workshops, a few personal correspondence pieces and letters from David Smith 
regarding a new “Gay Village”. 
 
1.10. 1992- GAYLA XIV 
This year contains conference related materials including someone’s folder filed in the 
series Personal Folders which contains several articles, workshop descriptions and 
notes, and a Family and Friends member list. 
 
1.11. 1993- GAYLA XV, “A Free and Responsible Search for Truth and Meaning” 
This year contains a GAYLA member list, photocopy of a periodical focused on the 
LGBT community, a ceramic tile that is filed in the series Oversize and a folder that was 
filed in the series Personal Folders. 
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This year contains 2 copies of a GAYLA member list for the first time separated into 
categories (Coordinators, Minister-in-residence, Frivs (Frivolity Committee), Conferees, 
and a cancellation list), a GAYLA roster of address changes, a GAYLA XVI welcome 
booklet, and a typed letter from “Ernie” to “Dave” regarding a GAYLA disc of 
documents. This year also contains the first collaged group photo in color with 
corresponding black and white copy labeling members by name, and several personal 
letters with some GAYLA mentions. 
 
1.13. 1995- GAYLA XVII, “There’s a Place for Us” 
This year contains 2 copies of a GAYLA member list and 1 personal copy of a GAYLA 
XVII welcome packet. This year’s folder also includes 2 GAYLA newsletters and a color 
group photo and corresponding black and white copy labeling members by name and 
Ferry Beach Park Association materials.  A personal folder of Chris DiGiorgio is filed in 
the series Personal Folders and contains: 1 copy of GAYLA XVII welcome packet, 2 
copies of the GAYLA XVII schedule of events, 1 copy of a GAYLA XVII workshop with 
personal notes and 5 mixed photocopied articles and book chapters pertaining to being 
gay in society, several personal notes and FBPA receipt. 
 
1.14. 1996- GAYLA XVIII, “Dream it, be it” 
This year contains 2 copies of a GAYLA member list, 1 copy of a GAYLA Coordinator 
list and a stapled packet (13 pages) for GAYLA 19 that includes forms, letters, a group 
photo and budget plans. This year’s folder also includes a GAYLA 18 welcome packet, 
several GAYLA forms, 2 schedules of events and a welcome letter for GAYLA 18 
volunteers. A GAYLA newsletter, a GAYLA 17 ½ Reunion packet and a FBPA-UU 
Chapel booklet are included. 
 
1.15. 1997- GAYLA XIX, “Seeing You, Finding Me” 
This year contains 2 copies of a GAYLA member list and a 4-page GAYLA 19 
evaluation packet.  
This year’s folder is also comprised of a compilation of poems from GAYLA 19’s group 
poetry workshop, and a poem titled “A Chronicle of History/Herstory-for GAYLA 19” as 
well as 2 color group photos and corresponding black and white copies labeling 
members by name. 
 
1.16. 1998- GAYLA XX, “Tribal Gifts” 
This year’s folder is comprised mostly of documents. It contains: 1 GAYLA member list, 
2 copies of the GAYLA XX Coordinator members, personal coordinator meeting notes, 
planning sessions and coordinator meeting minutes. Also included are several copies of 
the GAYLA XX welcome packet, evaluation reports and 2 personal folders that were 
filed in the series Personal Folders. A large selection of conference-related materials, 
photocopied articles, GAYLA newsletters, GAYLA XX artwork and brochures are 
located in this year’s folder as well. A mug designed by Llan Starkweather that reveals 
hidden images when hot water is poured into it is filed in the series Oversize and 1 
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corresponding black and white copies labeling members by name was filed in the series 
Personal Folders. 
 
1.17. 1999- GAYLA XXI, “Coming of Age” 
This year contains 2 copies of the GAYLA XXI member list, GAYLA correspondence 
regarding the archives, GAYLA XXI welcome packets, workshop materials and 
coordinator notes.  Also included is a GAYLA newsletter and brochure as well as a 
GAYLA 21 ½ Reunion brochure and one of the sashes from this conference stored in 
the Oversize series. 
 
1.18. 2000- GAYLA XXII 
This year contains 6 copies of the GAYLA XXII member list and 5 pages of individual 
color photos of GAYLA XXII members with names. 
 
1.19. 2001- GAYLA XXIII, “Fly Free” 
This year contains 1 copy of the GAYLA 2001 member list, GAYLA correspondence 
regarding the archives and involvement, 3 copies of the GAYLA XXIII welcome booklet, 
workshop material, a brochure for HEIFER International, 5 pages of individual color 
photos of GAYLA XXIII members with names, 5 FBPA newsletters and a Centennial 
Souvenir booklet from the Universalist National Summer Meeting, 1901. 
 
1.20. 2002- GAYLA XXIV, “A Time for Us” 
This year contains 3 copies of the GAYLA XXIV member list, 4 copies of the GAYLA 
XXIV welcome booklet, schedules of events, GAYLA workshop descriptions (tracks), 
folder inserts, and 3 GAYLA XXIV brochures.  There are 6 pages of individual color 
photos of GAYLA XXIV members with names and cover sheet and 2 GAYLA 2002 
reunion brochures included in this folder as well.  Also included are 2 copies of the 
FBPA-UU Chapel booklet and a reservation letter with attached FBPA member card 
and newsletter. 
 
1.21. 2003- GAYLA XXV, “Souls on Fire” 
This year’s folder is comprised of 2 copies of the GAYLA XXV member list, 4 copies of 
GAYLA 25 welcome booklet, and GAYLA handouts for “Treasurer Proposal” and the 
Talent-No Talent Show.  Also included are a copy of the “XXV Anniversary Ballad for 
GAYLA”, 5 copies of the “Souls on Fire” flyer, 5 copies of GAYLA 25’s newsletters, 5 
pages and 1 cover page of individual photos of GAYLA XXV members with names and 
several FBPA-related materials.  This year also had a VHS tape that is stored in the 
series Videos. 
 
1.22. 2004- GAYLA XXVI, “Roots and Wings, Elements of Brotherhood” 
This year contains a letter from Chris DiGiorgio to GAYLA members regarding his 
resignation as Archives Chairman, 1 copy of the GAYLA XXVI welcome booklet and 
schedule and a 5-page GAYLA XXVI evaluation packet. 
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This year contains a packet that includes a GAYLA 27 member list, personal notes, 
emails and list of books titled “Some Juicy Titles in Queer History”.  Also making up 
90% of the folder are 3-page packets (all separated by page 1 of 4, blank and 3 of 4) of 
evaluation forms and volunteer information sheets.  3 GAYLA XXVII welcome booklets, 
GAYLA newsletters, article printouts including a 218-question packet titled “Gay 
Questions” by Jerry Holderman, 2 copies of a CD/RW disc labeled GAYLA XXVII 
(contains mostly photos) and FBPA materials are included as well. 
 
1.24. 2006- GAYLA XXVIII, “Being Your Whole Self: Body, Mind and Spirit” 
This year’s folder contains 2 copies of the GAYLA financial report, GAYLA 28’s 
Coordinator’s Weekend meeting notes, a 5-page evaluation packet, workshop 
materials, 1 article and GAYLA newsletter, a FBPA welcome packet and booklet and 15 
FBPA newsletters highlighting GAYLA XXVIII. 
 
1.25. 2007-GAYLA XXIX 
This is the last year of the archival material and only contains photos 
 
Series 2.  Personal Folders 
 
David Smith Folders: 
This set contains 6 personal folders from David Smith, a member and coordinator of 
GAYLA.  They are separated by color of folder: 
 
Gold Folder: This folder’s date range is from 1987-1988 and contains some personal 
notes, a GAYLA IX roster of members and GAYLA 9 ½ reunion notes. 
 
Light Blue Folder: This folder’s date range is from 1982-1997 and contains a GAYLA 
VIII member list, workshop and conference-related materials, a GAYLA VIII songbook, 
photocopied articles, and a black and white group photo labeling members by name. 
 
Printed Red Folder: This folder’s date range is only 1994 and contains a welcome 
packet for GAYLA XVI, a FBPA receipt and an undated paper titled “Guidelines for C-I-
C’s”. 
 
Purple Folder: This folder’s date range is only 1999 and contains a welcome booklet 
from Ferry Beach Park Association and a GAYLA XXI welcome booklet. 
 
Plain Red Folder: This folder’s date range is from 1997-1998 and contains a GAYLA 19 
welcome packet, 2 copies of a GAYLA XX schedule, artwork from GAYLA XX and a 
Ferry Beach Conference Center map. 
 
Yellow Folder: This folder’s date range is from 1984-1993 and contains a personal 
postcard from 1984, a songbook, workshop material and conference schedule from the 
1985 GAYLA and a conference schedule from GAYLA VIII.  Also included are a color 
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by name from GAYLA XV, personal notes, GAYLA XVI newsletter and photocopied 
sheets of music.  
 
Navy Blue Folder: This folder’s date range is from 1998-1999 and contains maps and 




Light Blue Folder: This is a personal folder from 1988 GAYLA and contains a GAYLA 
1988 schedule update and map of the Ferry Beach area. 
 
Red Folder with GAYLA XIV Sticker: This folder’s date range is from 1982-1986 and 
includes: a letter to GAYLA Brothers from David Smith about new conference, “Gay 
Male Spirituality”, a note card with French words taped onto it, handwritten notes, 
names and addresses.  Contained in this folder is also a paper by Armistead Maupin 
“Design for Living: Strengthening the Body Politic Seven Ways”, a typed list 
“Bibliography of Selected Works on Gay and Lesbian Themes” by Tom Konkoly, an 
article “The Court Was ‘Superficial’ In the Homosexuality Case” by Paul Gewirtz and a 
workshop packet (“Lost Emotions” poem by Ron Romanovsky.  Small Group Questions, 
list of Feelings, “Flying Free” poem, list of adjectives to describe feelings, Flyer on Soft 
Touch from John Calvi, directions and “Beneficial effects of Massage” list and a letter to 
(?) John Calvi is also included. 
 
Purple Printed Folder: This folder is from 1993 and contains a GAYLA XV welcome 
booklet. 
 
DiGiorgio’s Purple Folder: This folder is from 1995 and contains 1 copy of a GAYLA 
XVII welcome packet, 2 copies of the GAYLA XVII schedule of events, 1 copy of a 
GAYLA XVII workshop with personal notes and 5 mixed photocopied articles and book 
chapters pertaining to being gay in society as well as several personal notes and FBPA 
receipt. 
 
Navy Blue Folder: This folder is from 1999 and contains maps and tour brochures of 
Boston, MA, a GAYLA 20.5 reunion schedule and some photocopied articles 
 
Red GAYLA XX Folder: This folder is from 1998 and contains a GAYLA XX Welcome 
Packet, a sealed envelope from Comtex Systems of sash sticker badges and an insert 
for “Fun and Frolic: Large Group Games”. 
 
Teal GAYLA XX Folder: This folder is from 1998 and contains a GAYLA XX Welcome 
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Green Folder 1: This folder is from 1999 and has included in it a GAYLA XXI Welcome 
Packet, 3 copies of the “GAYLA 21 Coordinators’ Report on Non-Profit Status and a 
FBPA Summer 1999 Welcome Packet. 
 
Green Folder 2: This folder has no identifiable date.  “Bob Richardson” is lightly written 
on the front of folder and the folder’s contents are a cut out photo of a purple flower, a 
sticky note with David Smith, 2 phone numbers and an address on it and heart cut out 
from construction paper and looped with string “BOB” in the middle and handwritten 
notes on either side. 
 
Tom Foley’s Green Folder: This folder is from 1985 and has a “Tom” sticker on the front 
of folder which contains a large sheet of paper looped with yarn “Tom Foley” and 
signatures on the back, a GAYLA VII signature association game sheet, a GAYLA VII 
schedule, songbook and “man to man” workshop form as well as a FBPA receipt for 
Tom Foley. 
 
Yellow Folder: This folder is from 1999 and contains a GAYLA XXI Welcome Packet, a 
“Coordinators’ Report on Non-Profit Status” and a FBPA Summer 1999 Welcome 
Packet. 
 
Five Star Folder: This folder has no identifiable date.  It contains evaluations of GAYLA, 
although it is not clear which GAYLAs and the results are represented as percentages 
and bar graphs. 
 
Series 3.  Undated Materials 
 
This large collection contains a GAYLA member list, sheets of printed address stickers, 
several handwritten notes regarding coordinators’ weekends, history of GAYLA, 
member bios and typed papers titled “A Short History of GAYLA”, “History of GAYLA 
Reunions” and “Some Thoughts and Comments on the GAYLA Ferry Beach 
Experience” by Bill Carter regarding GAYLA traditions.  Also included are GAYLA 
songbooks (some incomplete), packets of workshop evaluations, workshop materials, 
schedules of events, photocopied articles, typed papers, and copies of song lyrics.  2 
copies of a CD/RW disk with 12 main folders contain a variety of materials all related to 
GAYLA with a date range of 1998-2006; a full list of the documents can be found in the 
index at the end of the finding aid.  81 undated single photos and 8 undated photos 
taken from the undated Blue Album are found in this series, a group photo and several 
FBPA materials are also included in this folder. 
 
Series 4.  Objects 
 
This folder consists of mostly undated material objects and includes: 
A pink butterfly-hole punched bag that housed 14 name tags of David Smith from 
GAYLA 12 ½-15, 16 ½, 17, 20, 22-25 and 28, 1 button, 1 name tag, strands of ribbons 
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original packing of archives) with handwritten notes, 3 house-shaped pins and 3 
bracelets. It also contains a note from Ted Kerecz about the GAYLA XX mug stored in 
the series Oversize as well as an email from David Smith to Howard Solomon about the 
purple sash filed in the series Oversize. 
 
Series 5.  Periodicals 
 
The periodicals found have dates that range from 1993 to 1995 and were grouped 
together within the GAYLA archival material.  The titles include: 
1 copy of the Northeast Recovery Networker, January 1995; 
7 copies of the Community Pride Reporter: 
Vol 1 #2-Aug. 1993; 
2 copies Vol 1 #4-Oct. 1993; 
Vol 1 #5-9-Nov. 1993-March 1994; 
2 copies Vol 2 #2-Aug. 1994; 
Vol 2 #4-10-Oct. 1994-May 1995 
 
Series 6.  Videos 
 
This series contains 6 Hi8 Camcorder cassettes and has only one date from 2001:  
 
“TNT Follier Tape 1”, 
“TNT Follier 2”, 
“TNT Follier 3, 7-26-01”, 
“Bob Wheatley Coord GAYLA 1&2”, 
“Robert Jones” and 
“Ferry Beach/Flying Free 1”; 
Also included is 1- 40 minute VHS titled “GAYLA : A 25-Year Journey”, 
 
Series 7. Albums 
 
This series contains 5 photo albums that range in date from 1985-2001 and are all 
stored in the Oversize series location. There are several group photos with GAYLA 
members identified in each album.  The first Blue album is undated and contains over 
100 photos, several loose ones are stored in the Undated Materials series. The Blue 
and Gold album is labeled “Ferry Beach 1992-1994”. It had loose photos that were 
pulled and stored in the 1996 GAYLA series from the 1996 GAYLA Reunion and also 
includes several group photos and over 300 single photos.  The Green Album is labeled  
“Ferry Beach 1995-1997” and contains several group photos as well as over 250 single 
photos.  The  Red Album is labeled “Ferry Beach 1985-1991” and contains several 
group photos and over 400 single photos; also included in this album are several sheets 
identifying GAYLA members in group photos.  The last album, Blue with a Sun is 
labeled “Ferry Beach 1998-2001”.  The 2003 photos were sheets of single member 
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the series Undated Materials.  The album itself has several group photos and over 150 
single photos. 
 
Series 8.  Oversize Collection 
 
This series contains materials too large or bulky to fit into regular boxes.  Listed within 




Community Pride Reporter, Ferry Beach, Ferry Beach Park Association, Gay Men’s 





Box Folder  Description       Date(s) 
1.1. 1980- GAYLA (GALA II), “Gay Men’s Conference” 
1 1  Conference Lists      1980 
1.2. 1981- GAYLA (GALA III) - “Gay Men’s Conference” 
1 2  Conference Lists      1981 Aug 
1.3. 1982- GAYLA (GALA IV), “Gay Men’s Conference” 
1 3  Conference Lists      1982 
1.4. 1986- GAYLA VIII, “Gay Men’s Conference” 
1 4  Conference Lists      1986 
1 5  Coordinator Communication    1986 Sept 
1 6  Welcome Packets/Songbooks/    1986 Aug 
   Conference Forms 
1 7  Workshop and Conference Material   1986 Aug 
1 8  Personal Correspondence     1986 June 
1 9  Ferry Beach Material     1986 April 
1.5. 1987- GAYLA IX, “Gay Men’s Conference” 
1 10  Conference Lists      1987 July 
1 11  Coordinator Communication    1987 Apr,  
           Dec 
1 12  Welcome Packets/Songbooks/    1987 July 
   Conference Forms 
1 13  Workshop and Conference Material   1987 Sept- 
           Dec 
1 14  Articles/Papers/GAYLA Newsletters   1987 
1 15  Brochures/Flyers/Miscellaneous    1987 May 
1 16  Photos/Media      1987 
1 17  Personal Correspondence     1987 Jul-Dec 
1 18  Reunion Material      1987 Aug- 
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1 19  Ferry Beach Material     1987 Apr-Jul 
1.6. 1988- GAYLA X, “Celebrating Our Lives” 
1 20  Conference Lists      1988 Aug 
1 21  Coordinator Communication    1988 Jan-Jul 
1 22-23  Welcome Packets/Songbooks    1988 Jul-Aug 
   Conference Forms 
1 24  Workshop and Conference Material   1988 Jun- 
           Aug 
1 25  Articles/Papers/GAYLA Newsletters   1988 April 
1 26  Brochures/Flyers/Miscellaneous    1988 
1 27  Personal Correspondence     1988 Jan- 
           Sept 
1 28  Ferry Beach Material     1988 Jan- 
           Oct 
1.7. 1989- GAYLA XI, “Celebrating Our Lives” 
1 29  Conference Lists      1989 Oct 
1 30  Coordinator Communication    1989 Jan-Jul 
Box Folder  Description       Date(s) 
1.7. 1989- GAYLA XI, “Celebrating Our Lives” (cont.) 
1 31  Welcome Packets/Songbooks    1989 Aug 
   Conference Forms 
1 32  Workshop and Conference Material   1989 
1 33  Articles/Papers/GAYLA Newsletters   1989 Apr-Oct 
1 34  Brochures/Flyers/Miscellaneous    1989 Jan-Jul 
1 35  Ferry Beach Material     1989 Mar- 
           Sept 
1.8. 1990- GAYLA XII, “Share the Celebration” 
1 36  Conference Lists      1990 Jul-Nov 
1 37  Coordinator Communication    1990 Jan- 
           Sept 
1 38  Welcome Packets/Songbooks    1990 Feb- 
           Aug 
   Conference Forms 
1 39  Brochures/Flyers/Miscellaneous    1990 
1 40  Photos/Media      1990 
1 41  Personal Correspondence     1990 
1 42  Ferry Beach Material     1990 Jan- 
           Oct 
1.9. 1991- GAYLA XIII, “Light the Way” 
1 43  Conference Lists      1991 Aug 
1 44  Welcome Packets/Songbooks    1991 Apr- 
           Aug 
   Conference Forms 
1 45  Workshop and Conference Material   1991 Jan 
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1 47  Brochures/Flyers/Miscellaneous    1991 Jul- 
           Sept 
1 48  Personal Correspondence     1991 Jan- 
           Dec 
1 49  Ferry Beach Material     1991 Mar- 
           Nov 
1.10. 1992- GAYLA XIV 
1 50  Workshop and Conference Material   1992 
1 51  Articles/Papers/GAYLA Newsletters   1992 
1 52  Brochures/Flyers/Miscellaneous    1992 
1.11. 1993- GAYLA XV, “A Free and Responsible Search for Truth and Meaning” 
1 53  Conference Lists      1993 
1 54  Articles/Papers/GAYLA Newsletters   1993 
   GAYLA XV ceramic tile     1993 
   See Oversize 
1.12. 1994- GAYLA XVI, “Magic Happens” 
1 55  Conference Lists      1994 Jul 
1 56  Coordinator Communication    1994 Oct 
Box Folder  Description       Date(s) 
1.12. 1994- GAYLA XVI, “Magic Happens” (cont.) 
1 57  Welcome Packets/Songbooks    1994 Jul 
   Conference Forms 
1 58  Photos/Media      1994 Jul 
1 59  Personal Correspondence     1994 Nov 
1.13. 1995- GAYLA XVII, “There’s a Place for Us” 
1 60  Conference Lists      1995 Jul 
1 61  Welcome Packets/Songbooks    1995 
   Conference Forms 
1 62  Articles/Papers/GAYLA Newsletters   1995 Jul 
1 63  Photos/Media      1995 Oct 
1 64  Personal Correspondence     1995 Jan 
1 65  Ferry Beach Material     1995 Jun 
1.14. 1996- GAYLA XVIII, “Dream it, be it” 
1 66  Conference Lists      1996 Jul 
1 67  Coordinator Communication    1996 Nov 
1 68  Welcome Packets/Songbooks    1996 Jun-Jul 
   Conference Forms 
1 69  Articles/Papers/GAYLA Newsletters   1996 Jul 
1 70  Reunion Material      1996 Jan 
1 71  Ferry Beach Material     1996 Jul-Aug 
1 71.1  Photos/Media      1996 
   Pulled from Blue and Gold Photo Album 
   from series Albums 
1.15. 1997- GAYLA XIX, “Seeing You, Finding Me” 
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1 73  Welcome Packets/Songbooks/    1997 
   Conference Material 
1 74  Workshop and Conference Material   1997 Jul 
1 75  Articles/Papers/GAYLA Newsletters   1994-1997 
1 76  Photos/Media      1997 
1.16. 1998- GAYLA XX, “Tribal Gifts” 
1 77  Conference Lists      1998 Jul 
1 78  Coordinator Communication    1998 Jan- 
           Apr 
1 79  Welcome Packets/Songbooks    1998 
   Conference Forms 
1 80  Workshop and Conference Material   1998 Mar 
1 81  Articles/Papers/GAYLA Newsletters   1998 Jul 
1 82  Brochures/Flyers/Miscellaneous    1998 
1 83  Photos/Media      1998 Jul 
   GAYLA XX coffee mug     1998 
   See Oversize 
1.17. 1999- GAYLA XXI, “Coming of Age” 
1 84  Conference Lists      1999 Jul 
Box Folder  Description       Date(s) 
1.17. 1999- GAYLA XXI, “Coming of Age” (cont.) 
1 85  Coordinator Communication    1999 Jul 
1 86  Welcome Packets/Songbooks    1999 
   Conference Forms 
1 87  Articles/Papers/GAYLA Newsletters   1999 Jul 
1 88  Brochures/Flyers/Miscellaneous    1999 Jul 
1 89  Reunion Material      1999 Nov 
1 90  Ferry Beach Material     1999 Apr 
   Purple sash with “badges”     1999 
   See Oversize 
1.18. 2000- GAYLA XXII 
1 91  Conference Lists      2000 Jul 
1 92  Photos/Media      2000 
1.19. 2001- GAYLA XXIII, “Fly Free” 
1 93  Conference Lists      2001 
1 94  Coordinator Communication    2001 Aug 
1 95  Welcome Packets/Songbooks    2001 
   Conference Forms 
1 96  Articles/Papers/GAYLA Newsletters   2001 Jan 
1 97  Brochures/Flyers/Miscellaneous    2001 Dec 
1 98  Photos/Media      2001 
1 98.1-98.4 Photos/Media      2001 
1 99  Ferry Beach Material     2001 Jul-Aug 
1.20. 2002- GAYLA XXIV, “A Time for Us” 
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2 101  Welcome Packets/Songbooks    2002 
   Conference Forms 
2 102  Workshop and Conference Material   2002 May 
2 103  Articles/Papers/GAYLA Newsletters   2002 
2 104  Brochures/Flyers/Miscellaneous    2002 
2 105  Photos/Media      2002 
2 106  Reunion Material      2002 Jan 
2 107  Ferry Beach Material     2002 Mar-Jul 
1.21. 2003- GAYLA XXV, “Souls on Fire” 
2 108  Conference Forms      2003 Jul 
2 109  Welcome Packets/Songbooks    2003 Jul 
   Conference Forms 
2 110  Workshop and Conference Material   2003 Jul 
2 111  Articles/Papers/GAYLA Newsletters   2003 Jul 
2 112  Brochures/Flyers/Miscellaneous    2003 May 
2 113  Photos/Media       2003 
   VHS- See Videos 
2 113.1  Photos/Media      2003 
   Pulled from Blue Album w/ Sun from series Albums 
 
Box Folder  Description       Date(s) 
1.21. 2003- GAYLA XXV, “Souls on Fire” (cont.) 
2 114  Ferry Beach Material     2003 Jun-Jul 
1.22. 2004- GAYLA XXVI, “Roots and Wings, Elements of Brotherhood” 
2 115  Coordinator Communication    2004 Jul 
2 116  Welcome Packets/Songbooks    2004 Jul 
   Conference Forms 
2 117  Workshop and Conference Material   2004 
1.23. 2005- GAYLA XXVII, “Difference Journeys: Bringing Our Spirit to the Sea” 
2 118  Conference Lists      2005 Aug 
2 119-121 Welcome Packets/Songbooks    2005 
   Conference Forms 
2 122  Articles/Papers/GAYLA Newsletters   2005 Aug 
2 123  Brochures/Flyers/Miscellaneous    2005 Jul 
2 124  Photos/Media      2005 
2 124.1-124.4 Photos/Media      2005 
2 125-126 Ferry Beach Material     2005 
   GAYLA XXVII Posters     2005 
   See Oversize 
1.24. 2006- GAYLA XXVIII, “Being Your Whole Self: Body, Mind and Spirit” 
2 127  Coordinator Communication    2006 Jul- 
           Sept 
2 128  Welcome Packets/Songbooks    2006 
   Conference Forms 
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2 130  Articles/Papers/GAYLA Newsletters   2006 Jun 
2 131  Brochures/Flyers/Miscellaneous    2006 
2 132  Ferry Beach Material     2006 Jul 
1.25. 2007- GAYLA XXIX 
2 132.1-132.3 Photos/Media      2007   
Series 2.  Personal Folders 
2 133-134 David Smith Folders     1982-1999 
2 135-139 Others Folders      1982-1999 
Series 3.  Undated Materials 
3 140  Conference Lists      Undated 
3 141  Coordinator Communication    Undated 
3 142  Welcome Packets/Songbooks    Undated 
   Conference Forms 
3 143  Workshop and Conference Material   Undated 
3 144  Articles/Papers/GAYLA Newsletters   Undated 
3 145  Brochures/Flyers/Miscellaneous    Undated 
3 146  Photos/Media      Undated 
3 146.1  Photos/Media      Undated 
   Pulled from Blue Album w/ Sun from series Albums 
3 147  Ferry Beach Material     Undated 
 
Box Folder  Description       Date(s) 
Series 4.  Objects  
3 148-151 Miscellaneous      1990-2006 
3 152  Miscellaneous      2006-2014 
Series 5.  Periodicals 
3 153-155 Community Pride Reporter     1993-1995 
3 156  Northeast Recovery Networker    1995 Jan 
Series 6.  Videos 
3 157-158 Camcorder Cassettes     2001 
3 159  VHS, pulled from 2003 series    2003 
Series 7. Albums 
   Blue Photo Album      Undated 
   See Oversize 
   Blue and Gold Photo Album    1992-1996 
   See Oversize 
   Green Photo Album      [1994],  
           1995-1997 
   See Oversize 
   Red Photo Album      1985-1991 
   Blue Photo Album w/ Sun     1998, 2000- 
   See Oversize      2001, 2003  
Series 8.  Oversize 
O/S Dr 26  GAYLA XX coffee mug     1998 
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O/S Dr 26  GAYLA XV ceramic tile     1993 
O/S Dr 26  Blue Photo Album      Undated 
O/S Dr 26  Blue and Gold Photo Album    1992-1996 
O/S Dr 26  Green Photo Album      [1994?],  
           1995-1997 
O/S Dr 26  Red Photo Album      1985-1991 
O/S Dr 26  Blue Photo Album w/ Sun     1998, 2000- 
           2001, 2003 
O/S Dr 26  GAYLA XXVII Posters     2005 
 
Appendix: 
This is a listing of the file titles and dates on the cds in the GAYLA Archives. 
 
GAYLA CD  
“Folders-GAYLA, GAYLA 2006, GAYLA 2007, GAYLA27_Flyer, GAYLA Budget Items, 
GAYLA Newsletter Article, GAYLA XX, GAYLA XX2 and Docs- FB & GAYLA, Ferry 
Beach & GAYLA, flying Free, USA Song” 
 
8 Main Folders: 
 
1. GAYLA , last updated 9-2-2006, date range 1999-2004 
 a. 2 Adobe files 
“GAYLA26flyer”-9/30/2004; 
 “gayla26newsletter2”-4/27/2004 
 b. 1 bitmap image 
“gayla 2002 tshirt”-5/5/2003 
 c. 1 compressed zip file-1/11/2003 
  1. 3 files inside 
“GAYLAReunion24” Word;  
“provctr” JPEG; 
“provctr” Adobe 
 d. 3 files (Word)-10/24/1999 
“The Meaning of Cock”; 
“Cocks- Yours Mine and Ours”; 
“The Eminence of Gay Men in the Human Tribe” (all authored by David Smith) 
 e. 2 JPEG Images 
“2003 t-shirt”-5/5/2003; “2003 t-shirtsmaller”-5/5/2003 
 f. 7 Excel files 
  “2002GAYLAalphabeticalNames”-5/13/2003 
  “5-13-03GaylaMailingListUpdate”-5/13/2003 
  “GAYLA Email addresses”-5/13/2003 
  “gaylalabels”-5/19/2003 
  “GAYLASnail Mail”-5/13/2003 
  “GAYLAsnailmail only”-5/13/2003 
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 g. 3 Publisher files 
  “GAYLA 2005 Brochure for Mailing”-11/21/2004 
  “Publication1”-5/6/2003 
  “PublicationTshirt”-5/6/2003 
 h. 24 word files 
  “Brochure in Word”-9/26/2005 
  “Cock Survey”-10/24/1999 
  “cockagenda”-10/24/1999 
  “Cocks, yours mine & ours-agenda”-10/24/1999 
  “Council of Elders”-10/24/1999 
  “DEPRESS”-10/24/1999 
  “eminence”-10/24/1999 
  “Eminence Agenda”-10/24/1999 
  “Friedler_GAYLA_Experience”-11/16/2004 
  “Friends and Friendship”-6/9/2000 
  “GAYLA Covenant”-11/20/2004 
  “Gayla expansion”-10/24/1999 
  “GAYLAoutreachtrifold”-11/11/2004 
  “GAYLAT”-10/24/1999 
  “GaylaTshirtletter”-5/13/2003 
  “GaylaTshirtletterrk”-6/7/2003 
  “GAYLAX~1”-5/16/1999 
  “GAYVIL”-10/24/1999 
  “History of Gayla reunions”-9/2/2006 
  “Penis survey results”-2/25/2002 
  “Personal Boundaries”-5/16/1999 
  “Tony Kushner AIDS prayer”-10/24/1999 
  “You and Your Sexuality harftford”-10/24/1999 
  “You and Your Sexuality Flyer”-10/24/1999 
2. GAYLA27_Flyer, last updated 3-19-2005, date range 2005 
 a. 1 Adobe file 
  “GAYLA27_flyer”-3/18/2005 
 b. 1 Publisher file 
  “GAYLA27_flyer”-3/18/2005 
3. GAYLA 2006, last updated 8-5-2006, date range 2004-2006 
 a. 7 Adobe files 
  “7-21finaladjustedGaylaConfList”-8/3/2005 
  “Classified_Reserv”-1/21/2006 
  “gayla27newsletter”-5/4/2005 
  “GAYLA28Brochure”-10/11/2005 
  “GAYLAPoster”-5/9/2006 
  “NALFBTCCDirectory”-11/18/2005 
  “RC_House_2006”-11/17/2005 
 b. 3 compressed zip files 
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   “GAYLA27_flyer” Adobe-3/18/2005 
   “GAYLA27_flyer” Publisher-3/18/2005 
  2. “GAYLANewsletterarticle”-11/11/2004 
   “GAYLANewsletterarticle” Word-11/11/2004 
   “MarketingPlanOutline” Word-11/11/2004 
  3. “WhatwasyourmostpositiveexperiencesofGAYLA27”-9/27/2005 
   “MarketingCampaignquestionresponsesGAYLA” Word-7/19/2005 
   “WhatwasyourmostpositiveexperiencesofGAYLA27” Word-
7/19/2005 
   “Whatwouldyouchangefornextyearandhowwouldyouchangeit” 
Word-7/19/2005 
 c. 5 Folders 
  1. “GAYLA 2005 Brochure for Mailing_files”-1/30/2006 




b. 2 GIF Images-10/14/2005 
 “image003” 
 “image006” 
c. 2 JPEG Images-10/14/2005 
 “image004” 
 “image005” 
d. 1 Media Player Skin Package File-10/14/2005 
 “image002” 
e. 1 XML Doc-10/14/2005 
 “filelist” 
  2. “GAYLA 28 Brochurewebversion_files”-1/30/2006 




b. 15 GIF Images-10/14/2005 
 “image003”-“image019” 
c. 2 JPEG Images-10/14/2005 
 “image017” 
 “image018” 
d. 2 Media Player Skin Package files-10/14/2005 
 “image001” 
 “image002” 
e. 1 XML Doc-10/14/2005 
 “filelist” 
  3. “GAYLA announcement_files”-12/31/2005 
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b. 2 Firefox HTML files-10/21/2005 
 “master03” 
 “slide0001” 
c. 1 GIF File-10/21/2005 
 “slide0001_image001” 
d. 1 WMF file-10/21/2005 
 “preview” 




  4. “New GAYLA 28 Webpage_files”-10/15/2005 
a. 1 File Folder “New GAYLA 28 Webpage_files”-10/15/2005 
 1. 3 Firefox HTML Docs-10/15/2005 
  “page0001” 
  “pubmaster001” 
  “punused” 
 2. 2 GIF Images-10/15/2005 
  “image001” 
  “image004” 
 3. 2 JPEG Files-10/15/2005 
  “image002” 
  “image003” 
 4. 1 Media Player Skin Package file-10/15/2005 
  “image005” 
 5. 1 XML Doc-10/15/2005 
  “filelist” 
b. 4 HTML files 




c. 2 GIF Images-10/14/2005 
 “image001” 
 “image004” 
d. 2 JPEG Images-10/14/2005 
 “image002” 
 “image003” 
e. 1 Media Player Skin Package file-10/14/2005 
 “image005” 
f. 1 XML Doc-10/14/2005 
 “filelist” 
 
  5. “WhatwasyourmostpositiveexperiencesofGAYLA27”-9/27/2005 
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 d. 3 HTML files 
  “GAYLA 2005 Brochure for Mailing”-10/14/2005 
  “GAYLA 28 Brochureweb version”-10/14/2005 
  “New GAYLA 28 Webpage”-10/14/2005 
 e. 4 JPEG Images 
  “faces poster flat 72”-10/19/2005 
  “Gayla-AdVert”-11/8/2005 
  “Gayla-AdVertC”-11/15/2005 
  “GAYLAPOSTER2006”-4/7/2006 
 f. 11 Excel files 
  “060503GAYLAConfList”-5/4/2006 
  “7-21finaladjustedGaylaConfList”-7/31/2005 
  “EmaillisttoDavidSmith”-9/11/2005 
  “GAYLA evaluation 2005 – Marketing responses”-9/26/2005 
  “GAYLA Marketing Overview”-8/2/2005 
  “GAYLA26addresslistsenttoattendees”-7/31/2004 
  “GAYLAeventevaluation”-7/31/2005 
  “GaylaAttendanceAnalysis”-9/20/2005 
  “Marketing Comm. Jobs”-9/17/2005 
  “Marketing Efforts Record”-11/18/2005 
  “newbrothersfor2006conference”-5/4/2006 
 g. 5 Powerpoint files 
  “GAYLA 2005 Marketing”-9/23/2005 
  “GAYLA advert PPT”-1/10/2006 
  “GAYLA announcement”-10/21/2005 
  “GAYLA2005Marketingfeedback”-10/6/2005 
  “GAYLA2005Marketing-lateOct2005”-11/8/2005 
 h. 1 Publisher Doc 
  “GAYLA 28 Brochure”-10/10/2005 
 i. 30 Word documents, mixed authors 
  “Brad’s letter to Keith at UUA”-12/4/2005 
  “brochure2006”-10/10/2005 
  “COORDINATORS MTNG Sept 05”-11/8/2005 
  “CoordinatorsDec.2005”-12/31/2005 
  “GAYLA reunion article Jan 2006”-4/3/2006 
  “GAYLA XXVIII Description”-10/6/2005 
  “GAYLAPromoLetter2006”-4/18/2006 
  “Gaylastory”-2/9/2006 
  “gaylla announcement”-10/21/2005 
  “letter for brochure mailing”-11/11/2005 
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  “Letter to go with brochures”-1/30/2006 
  “Letter to registrants”-1/4/2006 
  “Marketing Committee Tasks Fall2005”-10/6/2005 
  “Marketing Goals for 2007”-1/21/2006 
  “Marketing Letter to go with Reunion”-10/13/2005 
  “Marketing Note from October 1 Meeting”-10/6/2005 
  “Marketing Plan for GAYLA 2006”-9/14/2005 
  “Marketing Thoughts and To Do”-10/14/2005 
  “Minutes from Meeting with UUA Head Keith Kron”-1/20/2006 
  “NewsletterLongerPiece”-10/13/2005 
“NewsletterShortPiece”-10/13/2005 
  “Post GAyla 28 coordiator and FB mtg”-7/31/2005 
  “registration”-10/15/2005 
  “Seeing the Face of God in Others”-1/30/2006 
  “Tasks Derived from Meeting with Keith Kron”-1/20/2006 
  “Tasks suggested by Keith Kron”-1/202/006 
  “UUWorldStory”-2/3/2006 
  “VolunteerListGAYLA2006”-11/10/2005 
  “WhiteCraneAdCard”-10/9/2005 
 j. 1 Rich text format-5/8/2006 
  “ProgramAttendance”  
 k. 1 Text file-12/19/2005 
  “7-21finaladjustedGaylaConfList” 
4. GAYLA 2007, last updated 8-9-2006, date range 2006 
 a. 1 zip file “thxtoparticipants”-8/9/2006 
  1. “thxtoparticipants” Word-8/9/2006 
  2. “thxtoparticipants” WPS-8/9/2006 
 b. 1 File 
  “Thankyou”-8/9/2006 
 c. 1 folder, “thxtoparticipants”-8/9/2006 
  1. “thxtoparticipants” Word-8/9/2006 
  2. “thxtoparticipants” WPS-8/9/2006 
 d. 2 word files 
  “GAYLA letter to brother who didn’t attend”-8/5/2006 
  “Thank you letter to GAYLA attendees”-8/5/2006 
5. GAYLAMRKBUDGTITEMS, last updated 1-30-2006, date range 2004 
 a. 2 word files 
  “GAYLAMarketingCtee9-18-04”-9/29/2004 
  “GAYLAMktgbudget-items”-9/29/2004 
6. NEWSLETTER ARTICLE, last updated 9-2-2006, date range 2004-2005 
 a. 1 folder (empty) “New Folder”-2/6/2005 
 b. 2 word files 
  “GAYLANewsletterarticle”-11/11/2004 
  “MarketingPlanOutline”-11/11/2004 
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 a. 20 files (Word) 
  “AL”-10/24/1999 
  “APR24-26”-10/24/1999 
  “BLURB”-10/24/1999 
  “CLAN”-10/24/1999 
  “CLANLE~1”-10/24/1999 
  “DEPRESS”-10/24/1999 
  “Evaluation”-10/24/1999 
  “Evaluation results”-10/24/1999 
  “GAYLAC~1”-10/24/1999 
  “GAYLAV~1”-10/24/1999 
  “GAYLAX~2”-10/24/1999 
  “GOLDEN~1”10/24/1999 
  “Hard Driving Mama”-10/24/1999 
  “LETTER~1”- 10/24/1999 
  “Meeting Notes”-10/6/2005 
  “NEWSLE~1”-10/24/1999 
  “NOTENO~1”-10/24/1999 
  “ORIENT~1”-10/24/1999 
  “ORIENT~2”-10/24/1999 
  “TRACKS”-10/24/1999 
 b. 1 ION File-9/28/1998 
  “!EVALUAT.ION” 
 c. 1 Excel file-10/24/1999 
  “GAYLA2” 
 d. 5 Word docs 
  “BIG”-10/24/1999 
  “book”-1/30/2006 
  “gayla coords”- 10/24/1999 
  “gayla3”-10/24/1999 
  “List of GAYLA Coordinators”-10/6/2005 
8. GAYLAXX2, last updated 9-2-2006, date range 1999-2006 
 a. 12 files (Word) 
  “ARI&GREG”-10/24/1999 
  “BDSTAT~1”-10/24/1999 
  “BOUND2”-10/24/1999 
  “BROCHU~1”-10/24/1999 
  “CICLTR~1”-10/24/1999 
  “CICSPA~1”-10/24/1999 
  “DAYOFF~1”-10/24/1999 
  “DHARL”-10/24/1999 
  “EVALUA~1”-10/24/1999 
  “EVALUA~2”-10/24/1999 
  “FERRYB~1”-10/24/1999 
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 b. 2 Access Database files 
  “99ATTE~1”-12/4/1999 
  “GAYLAX~1”-5/29/2000 
 c. 1 Excel file-11/26/1999 
  “99ATTE~1” 
 d. 6 Word docs 
  “DYOUNG~1”-10/24/1999 
  “FBSETT~1”-10/24/1999 
  “FRIVMA~1”-10/24/1999 
  “gayla2”-10/24/1999 
  “GAYLAN~1”-10/24/1999 
  “GAYLAX~1”-10/24/1999 
Word Document 1, “FB and Gayla”-5/29/2000 
Word Document 2, “Ferry Beach and GAYLA”-5/25/2000 
Word Document 3, “Flying Free”-10/24/1999 
Word Document 4, “USAsong”-10/24/1999 
 
1 GAYLA 2005 CD 
 
5 Main files: 
 
1. “Barbie Bingo” 
 a. 24 photos of members playing bingo with Barbie 
2. “Check-In Circles” 
 a. 9 group photos labeled by each group’s name 
3. “Photo Gallery_mugshots” 
 a. “Mugshots”-individual photos of GAYLA members 
 b. “Pages”-weblinks to member photos 
 c. “Thumbnails”- thumbnails of individual’s photos 
 d. “Link to Web index”- Individual photos with weblinks to larger photo 
4. “Wayne Folder” 
 a. 28 photos (appear to be from the GAYLA talent show) 
5. Blank notepad file 
 
